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Learn How To Build The Perfect Diet & Meal Plan For Muscle Growth, Better Fitness and
Improved HealthThis guide is not some random fad diet that tells you which foods you should
and shouldn't eat. Instead, I will take you through each of the steps involved in setting up and
following through with your diet. Unfortunately, the internet is full of false health gurus that sell
you all kinds of diet plans and supplements that are overpriced and don't work. This is why I
wanted to create a book that teaches every aspect of a muscle growth or bulking diet.Here Is
What's Inside:- Everything You Need To Know About Calories, Protein, Carbs & Fat- How To
Determine Your Optimal Calorie Intake- How To Adjust Your Diet For Muscle Growth- How To
Calculate Your Ideal Macronutrient Intakes- The Best Sources Of Protein, Carbs & Fat- Cheat
Meals That Won't Break Your Diet And much more...So If You Want To Boost Your Muscle
Gains, Feel More Energized And Live A Healthier Life, This The Book Is For You



Copyright ©All rights reserved. This book or any portion thereofmay not be reproduced or used
in any manner whatsoeverwithout the express written permission of the publisherexcept for the
use of brief quotations in a book review.All pictures are under creative common license by
db.everkinetic.comYour Bonus: The Meal Plan Includes:1) The exact foods I ate to lose belly
fat2) The secret that made my abs “pop”3) Sample meal plans for men & womenI care about my
readers and only give advice which is proven to work and that I have personally tested.Other
Books By Felix HarderClick On The Cover To Go To The BookTable Of ContentsIntroduction –
Who This Book Is ForHere’s What Kind Of Results You Can Expect - My Personal Fitness
JourneyPart 1: Meal Planning TheoryHow to not lose sight of what’s importantCaloriesWhat Is A
Calorie?The 3 Calorie BalancesMacronutrientsProtein ExplainedAmino AcidsDietary FatTypes
Of FatsCarbohydrates ExplainedTypes Of CarbsFood SourcesProtein SourcesCarbohydrate
SourcesFat SourcesMeal TimingProtein TimingCarbohydrate TimingFat
TimingSupplementsPart 2: How To Set Up Your DietStep 1: How To Calculate Your Ideal Calorie
Intake1.1. How To Create The Optimal Calorie Surplus (For Muscle Growth)Step 2: How To
Calculate Your Ideal Macronutrient Intakes2.1. How To Calculate Your Ideal Protein Intake2.2.
How To Calculate Your Ideal Fat Intake2.3. How To Calculate Your Ideal Carb IntakeStep 3:
Choosing The Right FoodsStep 4: Setting Up Meal Timing & FrequencyStep 5: Adding The
Right SupplementsProtein PowderCreatinePart 3: Optimizing Your DietHow To Make A
Homemade Mass Gainer ShakeHow To Increase Testosterone Naturally & SafelyBuilding
Muscle As A Vegan: Is It Possible?Intermittent Fasting: Does It Help With Muscle Growth?
ConclusionIntroduction – Who This Book Is ForI wrote this book for people looking for the best
possible diet to build muscle and fuel their workouts. Unfortunately, the dieting industry is
plagued with bad advice and false “gurus”. This guide is meant to give you a science-based
approach to meal planning and teach you the proven strategies behind successful fitness
diets. In order to give you a complete and concise introduction into nutrition, we have to start
with the most abstract principles and work our way towards more practical advice later. I divided
this book into two main parts: (1) “Meal Planning Theory” and (2) “Setting Up Your Diet”.Part one
will teach you the underlying dieting principles that govern your body composition and will
determine whether or not you will reach your goals.Part two will show you how to apply these
principles and set up your own diet. Taking the step from theory to practice is difficult, which is
why I tried to make things as simple and beginner-friendly as possible. Along the way you will
see that building muscle and getting your dream body is a lot easier than many “experts” have
you believe. I am the best possible example that a simple diet plus three workouts a week can
build an amazing physique.CheersFelix HarderHere’s The Kind Of Results You Can Expect - My
Personal Fitness JourneyWhen I first got into fitness I was a teen and extremely skinny. I'm 6’1’’
and at that time weighed around 150 pounds maybe even less than that. So my main goal was to
not be skinny anymore and build some muscle. Of course I had no idea what I was doing so I
basically copied my friends at the gym and did nothing to improve my diet. As you can imagine,
that didn't really do anything so after a few months I decided to do some actual research and



find proven ways to get bigger and build strength. I learned that most athletes work in two
phases where they first bulk up and gain mass and then later cut down on body fat while
maintaining their muscle mass. So I tried that and it actually worked. The problem was I totally
overdid it. Even though I got stronger by the day I gained a lot more body fat that I wanted and
after a few months looked like this…As you can see this wasn't the ripped look I wanted but at
least I gained some confidence and knew how to build muscle. So the next step was to lose fat
to finally make my muscles appear again.Figuring out the right fat loss diet took me a while but I
made some good progress. Of course, there were also setbacks along the way and they taught
me that the process of improving your health and fitness will never be a straight line. Just like
when you try to build a career or your own business you will always face obstacles. I learned that
the goal isn't to avoid these obstacles but to accept them and deal with them. Many famous
fitness gurus will tell you that you can look like a model within a few weeks or sometimes even
days if you only buy their product.I never really liked this approach and at some point I lost
interest in all the magazines and hyped up gurus. Instead I tried to focus on sustainable changes
while making small but long term improvements.And this is where I really started seeing results.
Not only in my fitness but also in my overall mindset. I started designing my own training
programs and stuck to what was scientifically proven to work. I learned that the best workouts
and diets are those that are built around what you like and not the latest fad. Along the way I
became a state certified nutritionist and started my blog . I now help beginners around the world
to lose weight, gain muscle or simply live a healthier life.My approach to fitness is keeping things
as simple as possible and sticking to what is proven to work. If that's what you are looking for this
book is definitely for you. If you want to reach out to me, be it for coaching or simply because you
have a question, simply send an email to felix@nutritionandfitness.net.Now let’s get started with
your diet!Part 1: Meal Planning TheoryNo matter what goal in life you want to reach you will have
to come up with a strategy. Without the right strategy and game plan, a goal is nothing more than
a dream.When it comes to meal planning and nutrition your goals could be to lose weight, to
gain weight, to lose fat and gain muscle or to just live a healthy life. Whatever they may be, this
guide is meant to teach you how to reach them and show you what dieting strategies are proven
to work.In order to give you a concise and complete introduction to meal planning, we have to
begin with the abstract principles and work our way towards more practical advice.
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MIklos Jenei, “Very basics, but worth to read. Covers the very basics of nutrition and diet
planning, well organized and nicely explained, covering calories, macros and food sources.”

mahesh dogra, “Good book to know nutritional requirement and planning your calories for
gaining muscles ,increasing or decreasing weight.. I strongly recommend we should read this
book once.Good book for gaining muscles ,increasing or decreasing weight.Also to keep your
calories count.”

UDAYAKIRUTHIKA, “Going to start read today. First day of start reading this book more excited
hope will  be a new transformation. Happy Reading, thank you all”

Om Singh, “Loved it. It has a detailed info about nutrition... Just loved it”

JOAO PEDRO SERENINI, “Complete. All you need to know about diet is on this book. It is
complete, easy to read and understand. h”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 42 people have provided feedback.
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